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Abstract
Report contains a review of the experimental investigations of MFCI, which are

carried out, as applied to the safety problems of LMFBR, mainly in IPPE. Until the
present time these investigations have been performed in the out of pile conditions,
using different substances for molten fuel simulation.

Brief description of the experimental installations and results, obtained in the
course of experimental program realization, are given.

In particular are presented the results on the study of MFCI phenomenology
with regards to the influence on the interaction energy release of such factors as:

- type of molten fuel - coolant contact,
- temperature conditions,
- ratio of interacted masses,
- scale factor.
Simulation experiments have been effectuated using the following pairs of

interaction media:
- low-melting metalls (Lead, Tean, Bismuth, Aluminum)/water;
- molten Titan and Stainless steel/water;
- molten Titan and Stainless steel/sodium, eutectic alloy potassium - sodium;
- alumina/sodium;
- thermite mixture (Zr +Fe2O3)/water, sodium.
The experiments were carried out mainly with the melts masses below of 1 kg,

except of some series of the experiments on molten Lead - water interaction, where the
melts masses as big as of 40 kg were used.

Initial temperatures of low - melting metalls have not exceed 800°C, while for
the Stainless steel and Titan melts and alumina they were equal to 2200° and 2500°C
respectively. The temperature of the melt, obtained by combustion of the thermite
mixture Zr+Fe2O3 was of about 3000° С

The first part of the MFCI investigations program has been completed for the
present time. A set of the data on the dynamical characteristics of interactions (time
delays, amplitudes and shape of interaction pressure pulses, duration of interaction
stage) and conversion coefficients of melt thermal energy into mechanical one was
obtained. Analysis of these results has shown an essentially milder interaction
energetics in the case of alkali metals coolants as compared with water.

Some review is given on the further program of the MFCI study.

INTRODUCTION
MFCI experimental investigations have been carried out in Russia more than 10

years. For this time it was accomplished about 1500 experimental runs of different
scale and with various pairs of interacted media /1-3/.

The objectives of the experimental program previsaged detailed study of the
interactions mechanisms and in particular an influence on the interaction energy release
of such parameters as:

- type of contact of the melt with a coolant,
- initial temperatures and mass ratio of interacted media,
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- availability of the exterior triggers,
- scale and geometrical factors,
- coolant void fraction, etc.
Major part of the experiments has been carried out using such melted materials

as low-melting metalls, stainless steel, alumina, thermite mixtures of different
compositions.

EXPERIMENTAL BASE.
For today several experimental installations are available in Russia (for the

most part in IPPE) for MFCI investigations. Among them:
1) An installation for low-scale and midle -scale MFCI mechanisms study

using low-melting metalls and water as interacting media. (Fig. 1). This installation, in
particular, has been used for study of interaction phenomena at different types of
contact between the melts and coolant.

Principal characteristics of the installation are as follows;
- mass of the melt - up to 1 kg,
- temperature of the melt - up to 1000 C,
- coolant (water) volume -12 1,
- initial pressure - ambient.
The installation is equipped by the line of gas supply into the coolant volume

and by an interaction initiator from exterior trigger. It is possible to simulate here all
the types of the melt/coolants contacts, such as:

- falling of the melt compact mass on the coolant free surface,
- supplying of the melt under the coolant level at various depth,
- falling of the water column on the melt surface,
- coolant capture inside of the volume, limited by the walls and coolant

("coolant trap").
2) An installation for low-scale and midle-scale experiments with high-temperature
melts (metalls and ceramic compositions) and various coolants (Fig.2).

principal characteristics of the installation :
- mass of the melt - up to 1 kg,
- temperature of the melt - up to 3100°C,
- coolants: water, sodium, alloy sodium - potassium,
- initial pressure - ambient.

3) Sodium rig (Fig. 3,3a) for low-scale and midle-scale experiments with the following
parameters:

- mass of the melt - up to 2 kg,
- initial temperature of the melt - up to 3100°C ,
- sodium initial temperature - up to 650°C,
- initial pressure - up to 0,6 MPa,
- melts compositions - metalls, uranium dioxide.

At this installation it is possible to carry out experiments with final pressure, developed
in the course of interaction, up to 3,0 MPa.
4) An installation for large-scale experiments with low-melting metalls and water
(Fig.4).

This installation is mainly used for study of scale and geometry factors
influence on the MFCI and parameters of pressure wave propagation inside of water
volume and vapour-gas region.
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At this installation it is possible to carry out experiments with melt masses as
large as up to 60 kg and melt initial temperature and pressure in the coolant as high as
1000°C and 1 MPa, respectively.

As well, nowdays are mounted two large-scale installations for the experiments
with high-temperature melts, produced by thermite mixtures combustion, and water.
The first one is supposed to be used in the experiments with melt masses up to 20 kg in
"open" geometry.

The second installation will allow to carry out experiments of the same scale in
"closed" geometry with initial pressure up to 0,1 MPa and final pressure, developing in
the course of experiments, up to 1 MPa.

It is planned to use these installations for the measurements of interaction
energy conversion coefficients in dependence on melt mass, water temperature,
interacting media contacts, as well as an influence of the exterior triggers on the
domain of violent interactions and their characteristics.

SOME EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Due to inevitable vagueness in reactors severe accidents scenarios
the MFCI stage can be developed at various types of initial contact
between fuel and coolant. Thereby energy conversion coefficient is
considerably influenced by the contact type (see Table 1).

Results of investigations made up to nowdays have shown that
maximum energy release took place with initial melt / coolant
configuration geometry of the "coolant trap" type. Considerable
interaction effects were registered in the experiments with melt compact
mass falling into water and with water column falling onto the melt. The
maximum value of energy conversion coefficient in our experiments
was measured to be of 12 %. Below are given some illustrations on the
results, obtained in the low - scale experiments with low - melting
metalls and water.

A typical diagram of interaction development taking place in the
experiment with melt compact mass falling in water is given in the Fig.5.
It can be seen that the interaction process is divided for three stages:

1. Interaction delay stage. It is limited between the time point of
the interacting media contact and the time point of vapour explosion
initiation.

2. Stage of violent interaction (vapour explosion). It begins with
rapid increase of acoustic noise levels and generation of pressure pulses.

3. Stage of coolant (water) boiling on the solidified melt fragments.
As well as during the first stage there is no pressure pulsations.

In the Fig. 6 are presented interaction delay time dependencies on
water temperature in the experiments, made with Tin and Bismuth
melts. In the Fig.7 are given some interaction characteristics (vapour
explosion duration, delay time of interaction, maximum pressure
pulsation period) in dependence on the melt initial temperature (for
Bismuth).

In the set of experiments, made with the alcali metalls coolants
(sodium, eutectic sodium-potassium alloy) and high temperature melts
(stainless steel, Titan, alumina) the violent interactions were not
registered at all. Apparently, it can be explained by rapid solidification of
the melts fragments due to intensive heat transfer to the coolant in
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transition boiling regime. Thereby, an absence or very short duration of
film boiling regime in this case (due to relatively high values of
homogeneous nucleation temperature) strongly limited the melt fraction,
which simultaneously contacts with coolant, because of counterpressure,
generated in the procces of interaction.

Counterpressure effect has been observed in the experiments
where melt was delivered under water level, (see Fig. 8) Here, quite
clearly, the interaction process is separated for a set of individual less
violent interactions. With an increase of water underheating (sharp
decrease of interaction delay time) the quantity of the pressure pulses
trains has been changed from 1 to 8 at the same mass and temperature
of the melt.

By the way, results of the experiments with Mo+UO2 melt
interaction with sodium and water in / 4 / can be explained similarly.

In the course of the low-scale experiments a clear evidence was
obtained on the validity of KFauske spontaneous nucleation model of
vapor explosions. Nevertheless other reasons of vapour explosions
initiation may take place in the case of "coolant trap" type configuration
as well as on the availability of interaction exterior triggers. It is planned
to continue investigations in these particular directions.

It is quite evident now that there exists close relation between a
melt fragmentation output and mechanical energy release in vapour
explosions. At the same time fine fragmentation of the oxides melts,
particularly in the case of alcali metals coolant, does not determine
interaction mechanical energy release. In the experiments, made on the
systems "alumina/sodium", "zirconium-iron oxide/sodium", there was not
obtained violent interactions, although fine fragmentation has took place
(dimensions of the large portions of the fragments were as small as
several microns). These aspects are planned to be studied in further
experiments.

Comparison of results of the experiments on the systems
(st.st.,Ti)/(Na, Na-K) with ones, obtained on the system "alumina/sodium"
suggested that in the first case interactions were more violent, although
not enough to be classified as vapour explosions. This distinction is
explained by lower solidification temperatures of metals as compared
with alumina melt. Presence of large quantities of alumina fragments
indicated that oxides fragmentation proceeds by mechanism of thermal
stresses generation in the solidified melt and takes a longer time, as
compared with metalls. Some additional sets of experiments are
necessary to get a definite confidence in the above conclusions.

It is planned to continue investigations on the systems "low-
melting metalls/water" in large-scale experiments. Experiments, made at
FITS / 5 / , have shown that possibilities of investigations on the systems,
simulating MFCI, are still far from being considered as exhausted.

For our opinion in further experiments it is necessary to
investigate more closely such factors as initial pressure effect, geometry
and melt/coolant ratios.
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Table 1

Thermal to mechanical energy conversion coefficients in dependence
on the type of contact of the molten metals with water

Parameters
Type of contact

Melt jet on water
surface
Falling of the
compact mass on
water surface

Melt jet under wa-
ter level

Falling of coolant
on the melt
surface
Coolant capture
inside of melt

Pressure pulses
amplitudes, MPa

maximum minimum
up to 0,12

up to 0,6

up to 0,6

up to 0,4

up to 0,9

from 0.01

from 0.02

from 0,03

from 0,03

from 0,1

Pressure
pulses

periodicity

aperiodic

periodic

periodic
train

periodic

aperiodic

Duration
of pressure
pulsations,

s
up to 2

up to 0,1

for
individual
train-up to
0,2
total-up to
1
up to 0,2

up to 0,03

Conversion
coefficient,

%

lesser that
0,1

1-4

2-4

1-3

3-8

Melt

tin, bismuth,
aluminum

tin,
bismuth

tin,
bismuth

bismuth

tin



Fig. 1. Layout of installation for small scale experiments

I - melting dev ise;
3 - installation body;
5 - electric heater;
7 - tray for fragments accumulation;
9 - acoustic transducer;
I1 - thermocouples;
14, 15 -amplifiers;

2 - argon supply into water;
4 - water supply line;
6 - water drainage of inductance type;

8 - pressure tranducers of inductence type;
10 - argon supply line;
12, 13 -recorders;
16 - light beam oscillograph.
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Fig. 2. Layout of installation for small and middle scale
experimentP.

D - prerpure transducer
AK - acouptic transducer
T —-thermocouple
1 - charge' chamber
2 - melting chamber
3 - interaction chamber
4 - filter
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Fig.,3. Sodium rig for PCI study
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Pig. За» Experimental section

2 Argon
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Fig, 4. Layout of installation for large scale experiment г with

low-melting metalLs»

{X—i

1 -thermocouple; 2 -transit indicator; 3 - beator; 4 -discharge
chamber; 5- membrane; 6 -intermidiate chamber; 7 -presrure trand

1

8 -sight hole;$-bottom chamber; 10 -argon supply
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Fig. 5. Dynamic characteristics of interaction procesr
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Fig» 6. Time depeaflence of f-;e interaction d.ela;\" troie
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Fig,7. Characteristics of the interaction of Bismuth

with water at 70 С
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